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Introduction
The DockThor portal is a free protein-ligand docking server
developed by the Grupo de Modelagem Molecular em Sistemas
Biológicos

at

the

National

Laboratory

for

Scientific

Computing

(LNCC/MCTIC) idealized to facilitate and enable the use of the docking
methodology by the scientific community [2]–[5]. The implemented

DockThor® program is a flexible-ligand and rigid-receptor grid-based
method that employs a multiple solution genetic algorithm[2] and the
MMFF94S molecular force field[6] scoring function for pose prediction.
Affinity

prediction

and

ranking of protein-ligand complexes are

performed with DockTScore, which is a linear empirical scoring function
that takes into account important terms for protein-ligand binding, such
as intermolecular interactions, ligand entropy and desolvation [7], [8].
The major steps of the ligand and protein preparation are available on

the DockThor Portal, being possible to change the protonation states of
the amino acid residues and include cofactors (e.g. structural water
molecules, metals, organic molecules) as rigid entities. The user can also
customize the main parameters of the grid box and the genetic
algorithm.
The results of docking experiments are clustered and ordered
automatically. The DockThor Portal utilizes the computational facilities
provided

by

the

Brazilian

SINAPAD

(Sistema

Nacional

de

Alto

Desempenho) high-performance platform and the supercomputer
SDumont, located at the LNCC/MCTIC, Brazil.

Submitting a Docking Job
The main purpose of this basic tutorial is to present the redocking
process of a single ligand into the binding site of a protein to compare
the predicted binding modes with its crystallographic structure. For this
experiment, we will perform the docking of amprenavir (VX-478) into the
binding site of HIV-1 protease (PDB code 1HPV [1]).

Currently, only protein receptors with .pdb or .in1 files extensions are

accepted. Non-protein receptors (e.g. DNA, RNA, another ligand) will
be allowed on a further version of the DockThor Portal.
Attention: DockThor only works with a single tab at a time. If you open multiple tabs,
only one of them will be able to submit docking experiments.

1.1 Protein Preparation
1. Click on the Docking tab. Then, click on the Protein tab to open

the protein preparation page. Go to step

.

2. Currently, it is only possible to upload Protein Data Bank (.pdb)
or DockThor input (.in) protein files. The structure of the HIV-1

protease complexed with the drug amprenavir (PDB code
1HPV) is available as a test file. To use this structure, click on
Select Test File. For other protein files, click on the Add file
button to upload your protein file.

3. Click on the Send button. In this step, your file will be checked
and you will be able to prepare your protein if your file is valid.
a. The

in-house

p
 rogram

PdbThorBox

automatically

parametrizes the protein atoms according to the MMFF94
atomic type and partial charges, completes missing side
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A prepared input file specific for the DockThor program.

chains and adds polar hydrogen atoms if necessary. Go
to step

.

4. In this step, all the missing atoms of the residue side chains will

be reconstructed. The protein atoms are recognized in the .pdb
format through the label “ATOM” located at the first column of
the file. Atoms associated with the label “HETATM” are ignored.
a. All protein atoms are recognized by their .pdb atom label

(e.g. CA, CB). If the nomenclature is not correct, the
atom will be reconstructed.
b. If two side chain conformations are present for the same

residue in the .pdb file, only the first one will be
considered by the program.
c. The PdbThorBox program recognizes hydrogen atoms

added from diverse software such as the Protein
Preparation

Wizard[9]

from

Schrödinger

(Maestro,

Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2020) and Protoss[10].
5. Check the protonation states of the amino acid residues. The

Protonation States box provide the following information for
each amino acid residue:
a. Residue index: position of the residue in the PDB file. It

always starts at position 1. The residue index will replace
the original residue number in the prepared .pdb file
(*_prep.pdb).

b. Residue number: original residue number in the PDB file.
c. Protonation state: code of the protonation state. Default

protonation states are set automatically if polar hydrogen
atoms are absent or unrecognized - see Appendix A or
click on

.

6. For the protein test file, it is important to change the protonation

state of a catalytic aspartate, which interact with the inhibitor:
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Asp25 of chain B (numbering according to the residue index )

must be of type ASPN1 (i.e., protonated at the OD1 atom).
Select Chain B → Asp and change the type of Asp-25 from ASP

to ASPN1. An exclamation point appears for each residue with
protonation state altered but not applied yet.
7. Prepare the protein with the new protonation states clicking on

Apply. Check the modification log in the blue box. Go to Step
.
8. View the prepared protein file with JSmol clicking on View 3D.

Useful information about the use of this plugin can be found at
http://www.chem.uwec.edu/JmolTut/.

9. Click on Download to download the compacted directory

containing the prepared files in the OUTPUT/ folder. The files
uploaded in DockThor Portal are stored with random names.
protein.in – DockThor receptor input file. It contains the MMFF94
atomic

type

numbers,

the

atomic

coordinates,

the

bond

connectivities, the atomic partial charges, the PDB atom types,
residue and chain labels and the residue and chain numbers.
protein_prep.pdb – prepared protein file in the Protein Data Bank
format for visualization purposes.

10. If you just want to download the prepared .pdb file, select

Prepared file (.pdb). In the same way, it is possible to download
only the .in file for further docking studies (Topology file (.in)).
11. Click Send to DockThor → Yes to submit the protein file to

docking.

Attention: it is mandatory to click this button to save the current protein state for
docking.

1.2 Cofactor and Water Preparation
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Residue Index corresponds to the order of the residues after renumbering and Residue
Number is the original number of the residue in the input .pdb file.

For some protein-ligand complexes, it is important to consider
cofactors (e.g. NAD, ATP, FAD, Mg, Zn etc) and/or water molecules. The
DockThor Portal allows the users to upload up to ten cofactor and/or

water molecules; they are kept fixed during the docking simulation. If no
cofactor is needed for your docking job, click on Do Not Use Cofactors.

1. Click Select Test File to upload the water molecule HOH201

from chain A of the 1HPV complex that mediates the
protein-ligand interaction. To upload your own cofactor files,
click on the Add file button.

2. Check Add H to add hydrogen atoms and click Send. In this

step, the input cofactor files are converted to a topology file
specific for DockThor (.top file type).
a. The

in-house

p
 rogram

MMFFLigand

automatically

parametrizes the cofactor atoms according to the
MMFF94S atomic type and partial charges, and adds all
hydrogen atoms if required by the user (Add H option
enabled). Go to step

.

Attention: Check carefully the hydrogen atoms added to the cofactor files. Hydrogens
are added automatically to the cofactor structures without considering the
protein-ligand environment. For waters and cofactors with hydrogen bond donor
atoms, it is strongly recommended to perform this step on an external program to
optimize the hydrogen bond network of the complex.

3. Visualize the prepared file with JSmol clicking on View 3D.

4. Click on Download to download the compacted directory

containing the prepared files in the OUTPUT folder. The files
uploaded in DockThor Portal are stored with random names,
but you can easily identify them in the mapfile.csv t able.
cofactor_log.txt – l og of the MMFFLigand program.

cofactor_mapfile.csv – f ile that associates the random IDs with the
original filenames.

invalid.txt – list of invalid structures.

cofactor_ID.top – DockThor input file. It contains the atom name, the

atom number, the MMFF94S atomic type number, the atomic partial
charges, the atomic coordinates and the atom valence. It contains
also: (i) the atom connectivity; (ii) force field torsional parameters; (iii)
selected flexible bonds; (iv) non-bonded intramolecular atom
interactions.
new_cofactor_ID.f ormat – prepared ligand in the same format of the

input file (SDF, MOL2 or PDB). This file is generated only when the Add
H option is enabled.

5. If you just want to download the .top file for further docking

studies select Topology file(s) (.top).

6. Click Send to DockThor → Yes to save the cofactor files.
Attention: it is mandatory to click this button to save the current cofactors for docking.

1.3 Ligand Preparation
The DockThor Portal allows the users to upload up to a hundred

structures as guest users, or a thousand structures if you have an
approved project.

1. In this tutorial, we will perform a redocking experiment of the

ligand

originally

complexed

with

the

1HPV

structure

(amprenavir, PDB identifier 478). Click Select Test File → Single
docking (1 molecule)) to upload the test ligand file.

a. If you wish to upload your own structure(s), click Add File

to submit one or more files. It is possible to upload files

containing a single compound or multiple molecules in
the formats .pdb (single molecule), .sdf and .mol2.
2. Since X-ray structures do not generally contain hydrogen

atoms, we need to add the hydrogens to the ligand to be a
valid molecule for the force field. To add the hydrogen atoms
automatically, check the Add H check box. Click Send to
upload the file and prepare the amprenavir structure. The

hydrogen atoms will be added by the OpenBabel tool[11] using
pH = 7.4.
Attention: The structures submitted in the Cofactor and Ligand tabs are validated if they
can be recognized by the force field. For each input file, different symbols indicate if
the molecules are valid
the same time

, invalid

or contains some valid and invalid structures at

- in this case, just the valid structures will be submitted to docking.

a. Uploaded structures are checked according to some

properties to remove invalid molecules. Molecules are
considered as valid if:
i. Molecular weight <= 1500 Da
ii. Rotatable

bonds

(including

terminal

hydroxyl

groups) <= 60
iii. Contains a 3D structure (i.e., the column of the Z

coordinate is not null)

iv. Atom types are parametrized in the MMFF94S force

field3
b. In

this

step,

the

in-house

program

MMFFLigand

automatically parametrizes the atoms according to the
MMFF94S atom types and partial charges, and adds all
the hydrogen atoms if required by the user (Add H option
enabled).

c. Go to step

.

3. In this tutorial we will keep the ligand as totally flexible, so keep

all the rotatable bonds enabled.
a. The option to disable/enable rotatable bonds is available

when only one ligand is uploaded.
b. Go to the Step

.

4. To view the prepared structure of the ligand(s), click View 3D.
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Check the MMFF94S force field reference[6, p. 94] for a list of the allowed atom types.

5. Click on Download to get the compacted directory containing

the prepared files (OUTPUT/ folder). Except for the test files, all

files uploaded in DockThor Portal are stored with random
names, but you can easily identify them in the mapfile.csv
table.

ligand_log.txt – log of the MMFFLigand program.

ligand_mapfile.csv – contains the relationship between the random

names and the original filenames. Also contains the ligand names
present

in

the

.mol2

and

.sdf

files

according

to

the

"@TRIPOS_MOLECULE" and "<name>" tags, respectively.
invalid.txt – list of invalid structures.

ligand_ID.top – DockThor input file for each compound. It contains

the atom name, the atom number, the MMFF94S atomic type
number, the atomic partial charges, the atomic coordinates and the
atom valence. It contains also: (i) the atom connectivity; (ii) force
field

torsional

parameters;

(iii)

selected

flexible

bonds;

(iv)

non-bonded intramolecular atom interactions.
new_ligand_ID.format – prepared ligand in the same format of the
input file (SDF, MOL2 or PDB). This file is generated only when the Add
H option is enabled.

6. Click Send to DockThor to send the prepared ligand file(s) to

docking.

1.4 Docking Configuration
1. The next tab consists of the main options to run the docking job.
It is possible to see the list of the input files. Check if it is correct.
2. In the Step

, select the center and dimensions of the grid box

that represents the binding site. For this tutorial, click Test to load
the configuration for the 1HPV complex. It is possible to see a

box representing the grid dimensions in the NGL Viewer plugin
[12]–[14].

a. The grid center corresponds to the center of the search

space. This can be defined, for example, as the X, Y, Z
coordinates of a reference atom in the 3D space. In the
case of 1HPV, we selected as reference the atom C6 of
amprenavir (X = 10.387, Y = 18.119, Z = 8.484).

b. The grid size corresponds to the size of the grid box. The
values to be inserted in the X, Y, Z fields for the grid size

correspond to the total value to be used on each
dimension. For example, the configuration for the test files
(Test button) has the values of X = 20, Y = 20 and Z = 20

corresponding to a grid box with a total size of 20 Å on
each dimension.
Attention: The Blind Docking option generates a grid box centered on the

center of coordinates of the protein with a size covering the entire receptor. You
can use this configuration as an initial definition to change interactively the grid
box location and size. Use this option with caution if you intend to search for
binding sites.

c. The discretization value defines the distance between the
grid points. The default value is 0.25 Å, but you can
increase this value if you need to use large grid boxes.
However, the increase of the discretization value will
decrease the accuracy of the docking experiment and
must be within the maximum number of points (950 000).

Figure 1. Configuration of the grid box representing the search space for the docking
experiment.

3. Some genetic algorithm (GA) parameters can be modified in

the DockThor Portal. In this simulation, we will keep the Standard
configuration:

a. Number of evaluations = 1,000,000
b. Population size = 750
c. Initial seed = -1985
d. Number of runs = 24
e. Soft docking activated: softening the MMFF94S Buf-14-7
potential using a buffering constant of 0.35 instead of
0.07.
4. Choose a Job name to facilitate the identification of your

docking job. It will be followed by a random identifier
generated automatically.

5. Fill the Email field to receive the link for the results page when

the docking job is submitted and finished. You can insert up to 5
addresses.

6. If you wish, check the option to receive DockThor e-Newsletters
(e.g. information about new versions and improvements).

7. Accept the terms of use and submit the docking job clicking on

Dock!
8. You will receive an email with the link for the results page when

the job is submitted. In addition, an email will be sent as soon as
your docking is finished.

2. Analyzing the Docking Job
Once the docking job is finished, the user receives an email with
the link to the Results page. Click View results to go to the Analyses tab.

2.1 Results and Analyses
The docked poses obtained in all docking runs are clustered by the
DTStatistic program and ranked according to the total energy (named T.
Energy) from the MMFF94S force field, which is composed of the
intermolecular

and

intramolecular

interactions

according

to

the

electrostatic and vdW potentials and the torsional energy of the ligand.
For each docking run, only the top-ranked leaders of each cluster will be
used to the final clustering analysis step:
1. In the Results tab, you can change the clustering criterion

(default = 2.0 Å), the number of different binding modes of the

ligand (up to 10 poses for single docking and up to 3 poses for
virtual screening) and upload a file with the reference ligand to
calculate RMSD with docking poses when performing a
redocking experiment. Change these parameters as you wish.

2. Get the reference ligand ligand file of the amprenavir at the
DockThor Portal (Support → Help → 1hpv_ligref.pdb).

3. Click on Analyse to cluster and analyze docking results.

4. Explore the different binding modes obtained for the DPS ligand

in the results table. For each top-ranked pose, it is shown the
corresponding docking run of the Genetic Algorithm, the model
(number of the cluster leader in the corresponding GA run), the
predicted binding affinity by the DockTScore program (Score)
and the Total Energy.

5. The RMSD column appears when you select a reference file to

calculate the RMSD in redocking experiments. Instead, if you do
not

intend

to

compare

with

a

reference

ligand,

the

Intermolecular Energy is shown in the place of the RMSD
column.
Attention: The predicted binding affinity (Score) and the energies from the MMFF94S
force field (T. Energy and I. Energy) are given in kcal/mol units.

6. To download the docking results and the top-ranked docking

poses, click Download.
parameters.txt – the configuration of the docking experiment.

COFACTOR/ – directory with the output files of the cofactors (if used).
LIGAND/ – directory with the output files of the ligands.

PROTEIN/ – directory with the output files of the protein.

RESULT/ – directory with the output files of the docking experiment
containing the following files:

bestranking.mol2 – multimol2 file with the top-energy pose (i.e., t he pose

with the lowest Total Energy) of all compounds, ranked according to the
predicted binding affinity (Score).
bestranking.csv – sheet with the energies of the top-energy pose of all

compounds, ranked according to the predicted binding affinity (Score).
Also, the name of the original file(s) and the molecule name (if
available) are provided.

result_*.log – summary of the clustering analysis for the top-energy
docked poses (ranking, energies, RMSD and affinity prediction) ranked
according to the Total Energy.
result_*.mol2 – contains the atomic coordinates of the top-ranked
docked poses (multimodel .mol2 type file, ranked according to the
respective .log file).
ligand_*_run_X.log – contains the information of the cluster leaders
obtained in run X (using a RMSD criterion of 1.0Å), where X is the number
of the docking run.
ligand_*_run_X.pdb – contains the atomic coordinates of the cluster

leaders obtained in run X (multimodel .pdb type file), where X is the
number of the docking run.
Attention: The Total Energy is used to rank different binding modes of the same
compound. The affinity prediction is used to rank different ligands in virtual screening
experiments considering only the top-energy pose of each compound.

7. Click Remove Files if you want to delete all files associated with

the docking experiment from our server. This operation cannot
be undone.

3. Software
The Portal DockThor uses the following programs developed by the
GMMSB/LNCC research group:
● MMFFLigand: generates the topology file for the ligand and
cofactor files through MMFF94S force field and OpenBabel tools;

● PdbThorBox: prepares the protein file (adds hydrogen atoms,

changes amino acid protonation states, completes missing side
chains) with the MMFF94 force field;

● DockThor: the docking program is a flexible ligand rigid receptor

grid based method that employs a multiple solutions genetic

algorithm as the search method and the MMFF94 force field as the
scoring function.
● Dtstatistic: clusters and ranks the docking poses according to the
total energy from the MMFF94S force field.
● DockTScore: predicts the binding affinity of the protein-ligand
complexes using a linear and empirical scoring function[8]

consisting of physics-based terms related with the intermolecular
interactions, ligand entropy and desolvation. Developed in
colaboration with the MTi - Molécules Thérapeutic in silico
(Université Paris Diderot - Inserm UMR-S 973).
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Appendix A
Protonation States of the Amino Acid Residues

